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CRUSADE

EAGLESOTHROWVE

SMOKER AT CITY CLUB MOST
MAROON AND OLD GOLD ROUTS
ENTHUSIASTIC EVER HELD
PURPLE IN FOOTBALL CLASSIC
CAVANAUGH GIVEN GREAT RECEPTION
Cross delendum est. With
words, which express
stirring
these
B. C. man when
every
the opinion of
he proclaims that Holy Cross must
Holy

be vanquished, the great night-before
smoker of the Eagles was launched.
Since the j smoker was all football
talk and doings, we will proceed to
describe it in true football style, substituting a speaker-by-speaker for a
play-by-play delineation and winding
up with sidelights om the smoker.
After an admirable peroration by
the chairman, in which he expressed
his opinion as to the outcome of the
game, "Chuck" Darling was introduced?if indeed an introduction was
necessary?as the first speaker of the
evening. He received a tremendous
ovation as he stepped forward, which
proves that his deeds are still treasured in the hearts of all B. C. men.
He eulogized for a short time or; the
team and the spirit of the individual
players, and told of the good that a
few words of commendation will accomplish. He particularly dwelt on
the fact that many of the squad were
freshman and that any mistakes made
by them in the game should be overlooked. He then remarked upon the
small attendance at the previous
games and wound up his talk by stressing the importance of the tilt with
the Crusaders as our one big objective. He resumed his seat with -cheers
resounding in his ears much as they
did in other years after spectacular
performances on the gridiron.
Father Mattimore, our jovial faculty director of athletics, was the
next speaker. He emphasized the
fact that the past football season has
..

been one of upsets, and that the underdog has come through with a victory in more cases than the favored
one. For examples of this, he pointed
out Dartmouth's victory over Chicago, Fordham's defeat of the sons
of Mount St. James, and Harvard
holding Yale to a scoreless tie. From
this he deduced that, whether or not
we were favored to win didn't make
the slightest bit of difference, we were
going to win anyway. Which prophecy brought a roar of applause from
all present. In closing, Father Mattimore fittingly applied the report of
the officers of the Great War, "The
troops are in excellent morale,'' to
our football team.
At this point in the evening's entertainment a very fine exhibition of
eccentric dancing was staged by the
well-known dancers, Mr. McGilman
and Eddie O'Leary.
(Continued on page 3, column 4)

Division of Missouri
Province Made
On Sunday, Nov. 1, a division of the
Missouri Province of the Society of
Jesus was made, and a Vice-Province
including Michigan, Ohio, Indiana and
Kentucky, was erected.
The United States is divided into
four provinces. The New York-Maryland province comprises most of the
eastern states. The Southern province takes in the states from New
Mexico to Florida and has its headquarters at New Orleans. The Missouri Province formerly took in all of
the states from Ohio to Colorado, and
from the Canadian boundary south to
New Mexico, Arkansas and Tennessee, with headquarters at St. Louis
University, St. Louis, Missouri. The
California Province comprises the
states west of the Rocky Mountains
to the Pacific, and has headquarters
at Portland, Oregon.

FULTON DEBATES
M. I. T. FRIDAY
Six Intercollegiate Debates
Arranged
One of the most important anthe year in regard to
debating has just been made by Mr.
HarmrjvSrJ:, moderatorof the' Fulton.
It contains the news that the Committee on Intercollegiate Debates has
secured no less than six debates with
outside colleges, with prospects of
more engagements being made- in the
near future.
)
The Fulton schedule thus far reads:
Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Dec. 4; Fordham University,
Dec. 18; Dartmouth College, Jan. 15;
Clarke College, College of the City
of New York, Holy Cross, and other
pending dates.
Of these debates, the dates of but
thi'ee are already agreed upon and
the final decisions as to the time and
place of the others will be announced
nouncements of

shortly.
The forensic dual with Tech, Friday evening, Dec. 4, will be the first,
and will be held in Rogers Hall, near
Copley Square. The subject is: "Resolved, That the U. S. should enter
the World Court under the provisions
of the Harding-Hughes reservations."
B. C. will upohld the negative of the
question.
The team selected after

competitive trials comprises Walter
Morris, '26, John J. Lynch, '27, and
Leo Keefe, '27.
Outcome Important

The outcome of this debate will be
of tremendous importance to the Fulton and the presence of a large number of' the students will be the best
means of assuring success for the
B. C. speakers.
The debate with Fordham follows,
and will be held at Fordham, on the
subject: "Resolved, That the foreign
powers should relinquish their extraterritorial privileges in China." The
Boston College team will be composed
of Frank Corcoran, '26, Thomas
O'Keefe, '27, and Charles Hayden, '27,
and will put forth the arguments for
the affirmative.
Dartmouth follows Fordham, and a
debate upon a subject yet to be selected will take place in the Assembly
Hall on Jan. 15th
In this remarkable rejuvenation of
the Fulton, reminiscent of the days
when it used to meet the best college
teams of the country, almost the entire credit belongs to one man, Mi'.
Harney. This year, as faculty supervisor of the Fulton, he has continued
his work of restoring B. C. to its former place in the debating world. The
results of his work this year have
fully justified the action of the seniors
in asking that he be assigned as moderator of the Fulton.

The Eagle relay teams have lost
some fine runners in Mahoney, Welch,

Dillon and little Joe Sullivan, who
ran the 220 on the medley relays.
However, there arc good men available to take the places. The freshman relay ought to be a crackerjack
this year.
*
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SENIOR RECEPTION
ON GRECIAN WOMEN AT HOTEL VENDOME

NEWTON LECTURES

Second in Series of Talks
Given at Club House

Members of Victorious
Team Feted at Dance

ATTENTIVE AUDIENCE

INDIVIDUALS CHEERED

Before a closely attentive audience
that taxed the capacity of the Philomatheia clubhouse, Victor J. Newton delivered a lecture on "Women in
Aeschylus
Sophocles"
and
last

Wedensday night.

This was the sec-

ond of a series of lectures on the
Heroines of Hellas given by the Greek
Academy. After an introduction by
the chairman and president, Francis
Shea, Mr. Newton spoke eloquently
on the position of women in Greece
and in the plays of the two greatest
of Greek tragedies.
The speaker clearly portrayed the
confinement and the seclusion of the
Greek women during the fifth century
and then vividly
contrasted this
neglect of womankind with the chivalrous attitude of Aeschylus and Sophocles. Both of these writers were defended as the real champions of an
outraged womanhood and their heroines were depicted by Mr. Newton as
being among the finest specimens of
feminine nobility in world literature.
The lecturer selected the characters
Antigone and Electra as the outstanding heroines of the two authors.
Electra was justified and praised for
her noble and constant protest against
the murderers, Aegisthus and Clytemnestra. She was likened to Hamlet, which character the speaker
claimed was undoubtedly drawn from
this Grecian source. Antigone was
extolled as a martyr in the cause of
divine law. Her action was likened to
that of the Christian martyrs during
the reign of Nero and Diocletian.
After the main speech the usual
post-lecture question period was held.
Proving the intense interest of the
audience, a lively discussion resulted.
Here Mr. Newton showed an admirable grasp of his subject, closely imitating a Human Question Box and
easily disposing with all interrogations, difficulties, problems or crossword puzzles presented him. In this
regard one Walter A. Donlan, from
the Boston Conservatory of Music,
proved a very interested auditor and
asked several pointed and erudite
(Continued on page 4, col. 2)

Contract for Senior
Pictures Is Awarded
The

Senior Class

Committee for

pictures have at last awarded the contract for the pictures of the Seniors
to Waid Studio, of 168 Tremont street,
Boston. The contract was made only
after a thorough investigation had
been made of the work and quality of
a dozen or

more photographers in the

city.
The

committee is comprised of
Chairman Charles D. O'Malley, '26,
who is himself a newspaper photographer; Ray McLaughlin. Walter McCracken, William Finn and Thomas
Shea.

Colleges and universities in the
United States have an enrollment this
year that totals 602,000 students.
This is 73 per cent, as many men as
have been graduated from American
institutions of college rank in the
past 300 years.

large and boisterous crowd
the dance hall and lobby
of the Hotel Vcndome last Saturday
evening, to fitly celebrate the wonderful victory of the Maroon and Old
A

thronged

Gold over the Purple, and to acclaim
the conquering heroes of the gridiron
?the B. C. eleven.
Nearly all of the B. C. squad attended, as well as some of the members of the defeated Holy Cross
eleven. The festivities started at
half-past eight and continued without
cessation until nearly twelve o'clock.
As a result of the victory, which
was rather a surprise to many of the
B. C. rooters, the crowd was even
more jubilant and inclined to noisemaking than usual, but there was little done that could raise the ire of
even the most fastidious or conservative. It was a night of rejoicing and
fun, and few of the four hundred
couples missed any of it.

The hall, which was rather small
for the crowd, was decorated with the
college colors, and B. C. pennants and
streamers were liberally sprinkled
around the hall and ante-rooms.
These ante-rooms were large enough,
fortunately, to take care of the crowd
that could not get into the hall.
Music was furnished by Billy
Boyle's orchestra, which, as usual,
was applauded frequently and loudly.
The reception was run by the Senior class. The committee in charge
were: Larry Killilea of Mattapan,
who was chairman; Harry O'Sullivan
of Brockton, Edward
Ed Flynn
and Ed Lanagan of
of the class of '26.
ceeds will go to the
the "Sub Turri."
At the same time a

Koxbury,

Killion of West
of Dorchester,
Somervillc, all.
All of the pro102C year book,

Cnca again, as the dimming shadfell upon the gray walls of

ows

Braves Field, the Eagle was in victorious flight over the Crusader's purple
horde. The Eagle, smarting under
two defeats, picked as not having a
chance to quell the surging tide of
purple backs, soared high and with a
spirit that spoke nothing but victory,
completely outplayed the Crusaders
in one of the most sensational battles ever staged at the Wigwam, 17
to 6.
Fully 45,000 howling football fans
cheered and groaned as first the
Eagle started a march and then the

Crusaders fought back in vain.
Sweeping straight down the field
from midfield, the Maroon and Gold
team fairly swept the fighting Purple team from before them until the
first touchdown was scored. The brilliant end running of Jack Cronin,
coupled with beautiful interference,
was responsible for the score. At this
point the Eagle's hopes were at their
highest pitch and not once during the
game were they seriously dimmed.
Holy Cross was completely outplayed. Never did the Purple backs
get a chance to get going. Before
they could get started a maroon-jerseyed warrior would npil him in his
tracks. The Eagle line was too much
for the Purple men.
Such an overwhelming victory clearly
vindicates the Cavanaugh system of
play. Opposed by a team that had behind it an enviable record of having
subdued Harvard, routed Bucknell, and
completely outplayed all her opponents except Fordham, the newly constructed Cavanaugh machine, welded
together by three of last year's veterans, played the Crusaders to a
standstill and showed a marked su :
periority over the Purple, more so
than the score can tell.
The Eagle presented an offence that
fairly crashed the Crusader line to
pieces, a secondary defence that has
the marks of being one of the best in
years and a line that so outclassed the
supposedly

impregnable Purple bar-

in every department of the game
reception to the rier
that
it was considered a revelation in
Holy Cross team was held at the K.
Maroon and Gold football.
of C. Hall on Massachusetts avenue.
It was in the line that the Crusaders pinned their hopes.
There was
The indoor track season has graduconfidence galore that the Eagle fronally overshadowed the outdoor season
tier, shattered by graduation, would
in America and is now the most imbe smothered by the attack of the
portant part of the year for the track Purple frontier. In Ray, Finn and
teams. The old days of outdoor picColeman, the Holy Cross enthusiasts
nics, barbecues, and field days are
saw three rugged players who would
things of the past and the indoor seaopen up holes for the scintillating- Kittredge, the smashing Wallis, and the
son is the big season financially. Pubshifty McMahon.
lic interest in the track game is at its
But their hopes
height during the cold winter months were rudely crashed by a determined,
fighting Boston College line.
when the only rival sport is hockey.
Up until last Saturday several of
the Holy Cross players were beingThe straightaway on the board
mentioned as treading in the hall of
track has been lengthened to a full
They were fit material to place
fame.
yards
one hundred
in order to enable
on the various "All" teams that are
Frank Hussey to train for the full
now so prevalent. And in the same
This board track is the
distance.
breath
that sung the Purple's praises
largest outdoor board track in New
to the world, the Eagle was nothing
England and is modelled on the old
but a fluttering, anaemic bird, slowed
Madison Square Garden track.
up by the two West Virginia defeats,
unsung and unpraised, and placed in
The Millvose A. A. has invited Manthe position that gave it not a chance
ager Hickey to send many of the
to live against the mighty thrusts of
track men over to their game in New- the stampeding Crusaders.
York. They especially desire Frank
But those were voices of yesterHussey and a two-mile relay team. Inyear. Those were wailings of a fickle
cidentally the New Madison Square fandom. Now those same voices are
Garden, where these games will be rending the air, shouting loud in
held, will hold 23,000 persons at a praise of a resurrected team, a team
Continued on Page 3, Col. 3
track meet.
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Because Ohio State football teams
have slipped and skidded in the mud

express

A. J. Crowley, '27, T. C. Heffernan, '27
D - L - Heal y- ' 26
,1. 11. Clinton, '26; V. .1. Newton. '28.

Newest'-*?f''E.
.1.
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M.Ciii'lcy, '2S; A. 10. Mct'rann. '28: J. 11. Morriss. "28; J. E. O'Liiughlin,

2,5;

Quiim. '28.

Business, must first express it in personal appearance, and here is where Scott's Young
Men's Suits predominate. Authentic styles,
fine materials and workmanship.

another grudge against the Buckeyes,
like the one he has held during the
past two months.
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Individuality
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THE BOND OF UNION

Priced $45, $50, $55 and $60

Harvard University and the University of Virginia have announced
the opening of a new course leading
This
to a degree in architecture.
course will be conducted by the two
schools and will be known as Virginia-Harvard course in architecture.

(2nd floor)

*

336 to 340 Washington Street, Boston
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making a "B"
average, fifty juniors and seniors at
the University of North Carolina were
granted optional class attendance.
a reward

£

LIMITED

Freshman hazing has been abolished at Trinity College, in the hope
that they can retain more students.
Twenty natives of the region
around the Himalaya mountains are
being imported by John Hopkins University to be used in the study of evolution.

As

An important step was taken to advance the cause of Catholic
education when there met in New York recently the convention of
Federated Catholic Alumni. From thirty-three colleges in all parts
of the country there came delegates to discuss ways and means of
consolidating all Catholic alumni associations into one powerful
union devoted to the cause of furthering the principles of Catholic
education. Thus was realized the dream of those who have watched
through the years the steady growth of our colleges and have
visioned the day when the thousands of graduates would actively
join in the work which up to the present has been carried on almost
wholly by the Religious Orders.
To say that such a federation efficiently organized can perform
splendid service is to state a fact patently evident. The strength
of a college may be measured by the power of its alumni. In this
period of expansion throughout the whole educational system it is
essential that our Catholic colleges should be given the means to
accommodate the increasing number of young men desirous of seA generation of men
curing a thoroughly Catholic education.
trained under this self-same system, aware of the benefits they
themselves have derived from it, will not passively allow others
to be denied the privilege. But if our colleges are to grow with
the demands placed upon them, if they are to respond to this remarkable spirit of the times they must look to the alumni for aid.
Failing here, they have no other source to which they may turn.
It is notable that even our oldest Catholic institutions of higher
learning are only scantily endowed. Although many of their graduates have risen to wealth and prominence, yet little of this power
and influence has been used to enrich the mothers of their intellectual birth. This state of affairs is directly ascribable to weakly
But it is not only
organized, slumbering alumni associations.
financial assistance that an Alma Mater desires. There are ways,
too numerous to mention, in which the alumni may co-operate with
the college in fostering its ideals and strengthing its place as a
factor in the national life. The alumni of our Catholic colleges
wisely show no desire to set themselves up as factulty, athletic
association and advisory committee, with power to pass on every
conceivable project and dictate all policies educational and noneducational. With no attempt at unwarranted interference, the
alumni can work in close co-operation with the college directors
and achieve ends otherwise impossible of attainment. May the
Federation of Catholic Alumni, so auspiciously organized, be successful in the work that is before it.

Carefully tailored in our own workrooms.
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FORTY-SIXTH YEAR
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As a protest to the ban on automobiles at Baylor University, a number
of men and women students went
buggy riding.

Amherst College has produced 32
college professors and a larger percentage of its graduates are on the
"Who's Who in America" than any
other college.
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THE CASE OF GRANGE

Now that the football season is over and the pigskin athletes
have stopped grinding one another into the turf and forgetting to
replace the divots it seems a fine time to discuss the case of Grange.
For, as nearly all know, "Red" Grange, the hero of a continent,
has shocked that continent by abruptly terminating his college
career to enter professional football. Mr. Grange, whose phantom
form has glided rapidly through the rank and file of his opponents
much as might the winged Pluto, has similarly glided from the
college and the curriculum. He has embraced, in its stead, a game
which has always been regarded with grave suspicion by the average citizen.
It would not have occasioned as much vehement discussion
had Grange waited until after he had received his degree before
joining the ranks of the professionals. But Grange spurned his
degree and when the last whistle had blown on his final college
game the famous "Red" walked off the field and out of the college.
More than anything else this fact would seem to show that the
over-emphasis which is sometimes placed upon football had provided Grange with a false set of values. It made it appear that
Grange had gone to college simply and solely for the sake of
football.
It has been estimated that Grange will receive $30,000 for his
first professional game, so some of us may, perhaps, see 30,000
reasons for his action. But there are many other things in life
more important than material gain and in the years to come Grange
will probably realize it. His was the opportunity seldom presented
anyone to become a national idol, but when Harold "Red" Grange
sold out to a syndicate of professional men he relinquished in a
good part the hero-worship that was his.
We might ask why fandom at large takes Grange's action so
much to heart. Professional football is not ethically wrong in itself. However, it does nurture and foster a tawdry gentry of
gamblers and cheap sports and questionable characters. And this
is the sort of thing Grange by his very name and prestige is encouraging. We, at Boston College, can sympathize with Harold
Grange, but we should extend our heartiest congratulations to our
own "Chuck" Darling, who preferred the glittering gold of real
glory to the tarnished brass of professionalism.

Machinery works: Man thinks
According to college tests, man develops one-eighth

horsepower for short periods and one-twentieth in
steady work. As a craftsman ?a worker who uses
brains?he is well worth his daily wage. But as a
common laborer, matching brawn against motorized power, he is an expensive luxury.
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in most long-established
industries the General
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changesmakingforbetter
products with minimum
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And in many new industries the G-E engineers
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With a fifty-horsepower motor, for instance, one
man can do the work of 400 common laborers. He
is paid far more for his brains than his brawn.
The great need of this and future generations is
for m who can lan and direct. There is ample
motorized machinery for all requirements of production and construction. But motorized machinery,
no matter how ingenious, can never plan for
itself.
,
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And that is precisely where the college man comes
in. Highly trained brains are needed more and
m ° re to think Plan Snd direCt tasks f ° r tile
never-ending application of brawn-saving electricity.
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'^e brawn
of all the workers of the world would fail to supply the power
needed for our construction and production requirements. Modern civilization
is baaed on cheap power readily applied to tasks of all kinds.
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TUBBER CRONIN STAR
IN SEVERAL BRANCHES
HOCKEY AND BASEBALL

and baseball, while in football he drew
an

honorable mention.

Leaving high school, he journeyed
up to Westbrook Seminary, where he
played a prominent part in athletics,
starring in three branches of sport.
His next year found him at Dartmouth. He showed up so well in football that he was chosen captain of the
Freshman team. But he did not remain long, for the call of Boston came
echoing over the hills of Hanover, and
"Tubber" did not delay in answering
it. So November found him resting
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that had the courage and determination to fight till the last, a team that

couldn't be beat and wouldn't be beat.
When the crowd came to view the
potent factors in the Holy Cross atin the limelight on the Heights, "Tubtack, their eyes seemed to deceive
ber" Cronin is especially worthy of
them. Instead of considering the
mention. Ever since his cradle days,
Crusaders they were forced to gaze,
he has been starring in the field of
unsung heroes, finally brushing their
sports. "Tubber" will be remembered
way from obscurity to stardom. The
for his prowess in hockey and basefull
names of these struggling substitutes
and green freshmen will go down in
last year. Versatility was his strong
the annals of Boston College football.
point, judging by his splendid perForemost on the lips of 40,000 peoformances in the forward line and on
ple was the name of Steve Kobalinski,
the defence with last year's ice squad.
the fighting Polander who gave up
He filled the baseball vacancy in right
every ounce of strength and fibre in
field, caused by "Steve" Patten's gradhis slight body for the Eagle's cause.
uation, and brought many a smile to
For three long years Steve has tasted
Coach Slattery's countenance by his
the pummeling of second string play.
hard drives.
The inability to get in there and play
"Tubber" was in line for a job in
did not dampen his ardor. His every
the Eagle backfield this fall. Here he
move was towards that center assignshowed his mettle. Junior year, with
ment, and when he finally won it he
its philosophical intricacies, came
played as never a Boston College cenalong, and rather than sacrifice his
ter has played since the greatest of
standing in class "Tubber" chose to
them all?Jack Heaphy.
give up football. Such a regard for
He broke through his heavy foe
education does not often appear in
TUBBER CRONIN
like one possessed. His breaking up
athletes, so Cronin's case should be
of the Crusader's aerial attack was
especially noteworthy.
remarkable and when his last tackle
"Tubber's" past record is, to say
was made and he was removed from
comfortably in the Eagle's nest, but
the least, an enviable one. He was ineligible for a year due to our transthe game, battered and bruised, and
a mere stripling of fourteen when he
fer rule. His hockey ability was such happy, too, 40,000 fans cheered him as
made the Cambridge Latin hockey and
that the B. A. A. immediately signed the gamest kid that started and finbaseball teams. He was a regular for him up to play in the U. S. A. H. A. ished his first and last game for the
four years on these teams, and played
He proved a find at right wing, and Maroon and Gold.
football two years. The Boston newsmaterially aided them in winning the
Then beside the plucky center was
papers unanimously chose him. for
national championship. Last year he George Wilcewski. As green as the
their all-scholastic teams in hockey was a thorn in the side of all Boston spring grass,
but as willing as they
College hockey opponents. He simply
make them, Zeus stepped in to a posiroved through them and was seldom tion new to him and played his oppostopped. His forte was shooting goals
nent from off the field. Then there
and he led the college team in this rewas Ohrenberger starting his first
spect. In baseball he was just as game in three years. Like a scarred
FOR £».
HIRE
good. He filled in at "Gus" Whelan's veteran of the gridiron, he wore down
position when "Gus" was out with his heavier foe and won for himself
injuries. When he returned, "Tubber" a name on the Eagle's hall of fame.
was placed in the outfield, where his
Another lad that bombarded the
work was superb. He was one of the Holy Cross frontier
was McQuirk.
few who fathomed the shoots of Owen
Then
there
were Weston and Smith
Carroll in the Holy Cross games.
in the backfield, both newcomers to
"Tubber" Cronin is a real star with the Eagle's aerie. Their work
stood
a real reputation. Few men can equal
out like beacon lights.
The line
his record in athletics, while his class smashes of Weston told on the Holy
work ranks with the best. Football Cross barrier. The
defensive playing
misses him, but he clearly looks forof Smith harkened one back to the
ward to the future, and realizes the days of Bill Kelleher.
Always"
"Quality
advantages of an education. At presS portal Rates to Students
Then, too, there were O'Connell,
ent he is training for hockey, where a
Harrison,
McManus, McKenney and
&
WHITE
READ
splendid season stretches out before
Cronin suffering from the thoughts of
111 SUMMER STREET, BOSTOX
him.
the humiliating defeat of last year.
Their wholeheartedness in erasing the
stigma that blotched their standard
was without any doubt inspiring.
IH Separate
Man for man, the entire Maroon and
Gold team outplayed the Crusaders to
*
Building
separate
|
]
a standstill.
The first five minutes of play saw
the Eagle opening up an attack that
it has never manifested before. After
kicking off to the Cross, the Crusaders, finding they could not penetrate
the Eagle frontier, resorted to a kick.
McKenney ran the ball back to midfield, and from there the Eagle
marched right through the Purple for
a score. First Weston would crash off
tackle, and then Cronin. The last
dash for a score was made by Cronin
on an end run for 17 yards. These
gains were made after the line had
completely knocked the Purple ends
out of play; and it was through this
score that the Purple was robbed of
its confidence and the Eagle was reborn.
During the next two periods the battling of the two was furious. The
Eagle missed several chances to
score. They were playing far superior to the Purple.
It was in the fourth period that the
Lowery
fireworks were set off.
grabbed a forward and raced 75 yards
for a Purple score. Visions of a tie
game were blasted when Kobalinski
blocked the kick.
A
Holy Cross took on a new lease of
life, but it was not for long, for the
u
Among our finest new worsteds are being
Eagle came back and packed the game
n
shown these with silk thread stripes. To,
away when McKenney fell over the
*
gether with the finest of tailoring and deline with a pass from Dower.
M
A
signing,
M
The final score came in the last
they constitute values hard to
minute when the Eagle had battered
[|]
equal.
A
its way to the Cross 17-yard line, and
there was little time left for play.
added three more points on
McManus
A
OVERCOATS
a beautiful placement kick.
A
SUITS
HATS
All in all, it was a game that was
a thriller throughout. It was a fightSHOES
GLOVES
ing Eagle machine crushing a mighty
Purple team. It was a fitting climax
to the Maroon and Gold season and a
-A -S THE MEN'S STORE OFNEVENGLAND >->->-^->-?-g
tribute to the Maroon and Gold
mentor, Frank Cavanaugh.
Among the
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Jack Conway, one of the most prominent sport writers in New England,
was the next to speak and he imme-

diately became popular by remarking,
"When T came here tonight only two
knew what I was going to say, God
and myself. Now only God knows."
Again the fact of our team being extremely youthful was brought forth.
Mr. Conway maintained that youth
was superior to age in the athletic
world, and therefore he was of the
opinion that Boston College would
win their objective game. He cited
the case of Harry Wills, the wellknown colored boxer, who, although
willing to grapple with Dempsey as
his antagonist, was averse to fighting
Sharkey and Malone.

At this juncture the chairman bewailed a lack of pep among the students present and introduced his
Honor James M. Curley as a man
who would put some pep into the
gathering. As is to be expected, the
mayor's speech was tinged with a
political flavor and contained many
amusing campaign stories, which
were told in order to show that the
public is, after all, like a pack of
sheep and will follow the leader. In
this manner he demonstrated why we
should be the leaders in cheering at
football games and in every way fostering the work and glory of Boston
College. The greater portion of his
speech was devoted to the project of
a B. C. stadium, to be erected on the
site of the present reservoirs. He
pointed out that the twin lakes were
no longer used as a reserve water
supply, and that their site would be
admirable for a stadium which would
seat approximately one hundred thousand people. This plan sounded well,
but the mayor's talk left a doubt in
many minds as to whether he was
backing a municipal or a Boston College stadium.
Again a pleasant variation to the
program of speech-making occurred
in the form of popular songs sung by
Johnny Riley, one of the finest singers around Boston, who was introduced as Charlestown's own. He rendered the selections, "Sometime,"
"When You and I Were Seventeen,"
and "Caroline," which were all very
well received.
Mr. Teeling, president of the
alumni association and staunch supporter of all the college activities, was
the next to talk. He eloquently urged
everybody present to back the team
and to cheer themselves hoarse at our
objective game with Holy Cross. He
stressed the benefit of the new situation of the cheering section in the
wooden stands and the better opportunity of having a real battle of
cheers and music.
Art Donovan, headliner from
Keith's circuit, entertained next with
humerous stories and jokes which
kept the entire hall roaring with
laughter. The story of the chimes
and bells was one of his best. He
responded to an encore, and after a
few more of his rare jokes he gave
way to the principal speaker of the
evening.

was received
with the greatest ovation that has
been heard at the City Club in a long
while. Superb sarcasm at the fans
who tell him how to run his team
featured his speech. Regarding the
football team itself, he said that we
were not as well equipped with material as Holy Cross, and that on account of our being a day school we
had many disadvantages and handicaps to cope with that they did not
have. "In contrast to our not having
a single good guard three weeks ago,"
said Coach Cav, "we now have better
guards than Holy Cross has had in
fifteen years." He further said: "I
pay more, give more, and sacrifice as
much as any man here for the advancement of the football team, and
I have done all in my power to insure
victory on the morrow." Another
touch of sarcasm tinted his speech
when he mentioned the generous odds
that the Crusaders always offer but
never back up. A touching, as well
as a spirited, incident took place when
the entire hall rose and cheered for
three solid minutes in assuring "Cav"
that he would be back in the
Major

Cavanaugh

position again next year.
Willie Barker next entertained with

some more stories and songs and a
Gallagher and Shean skit. He also
responded to an encore and sang
"Pal of My Cradle Days."
Mayor Childs of Newton remarked
on the lateness of the hour and gave

a short talk, which was divided into
two parts. He first paid tribute to
the Boston College and Holy Cross
graduates and then he told of how
gridiron athletics fostered character
development.

Eddie Mullowney, president of the
Senior class, Ed and Tommy Hines,
humorists, and Mr. Thomas Grady,
chairman of the graduate board,
wound up the affair with a few words
each, in which Darling, the team, and
the coaches received due praise and
the rapid growth of B. C. was eulogized.

Manager Jim Hickey

his

proved

versatility this week when he found
time to high jump as well as any prospect has shown this season. Hickey
usually is kept quite busy with his
managerial

duties and cheer leading,

not forgetting his books either.
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pundit of the century could not say
without fear of widespread contradiction, after reading a student's discus-

?

sion on "The Effect of Renaissance
Ideals upon the Intellectual Trend of
the Sixteenth Century," the percentage of correctness is 58 or 67.

As

Edward P. Warner says, "One can no
more set a correct numerical mark on
the usual examination paper than one
can define character by saying that a
man is 52 per cent, educated, 78 percent, honest, and 27 per cent, good
looking." To place the passing mark
at 70 per cent, is only an arbitrary
distinction which, we believe, might
be lowered considerably.
Unless, then, by chance the world
succumbs to that alleged Communistic
belief that all men are created equal
in ability, attainments, and industry,
which would dispense with all our tedious formality in grading one another, we fear that the hopes of the
student to do away with the academic
trial must remain unfulfilled.?St.
Louis Varsity Breeze.

VOCIFEROUS PATRIOTS
Hundreds of uniformed students
marched on Armistice Day, in colleges
from coast to coast. Smart regiments
in company front inarched down main
streets, followed by local G. A. R.
units, Chamber of Commerce bands,
American Legion posts.
Boston, traditional home of militant
ancestral patriotism, witnessed a different sort of demonstration when
many peace organizations marched
the streets. The parade was prepared by the Greater Boston Federation of Churches and other organizations. Among the marchers were students from Radcliffe, Tufts, Jackson
and Emerson colleges and Boston University.
The demonstration looked
toward peace rather than war. One
sign read, "We believed in peace in
1917; we believe in peace today." A
Grand Army man carried the words
of George Washington, "My first wish
is to see war banished from the
earth." A troop of Boy Scouts conducted a float marked "They shall
bear their swords into ploughshares."
Vociferous complaint from one hundred percenters. Patriotic Mayor
Curley refused to review the parade.
Governor Alvan Fuller, after reviewing the demonstration, commented
unfavorably on the presence of the.
Socialist party's banner in the ranKs.
A group of petulant Legionaires
trailed the parade to Boston Common, loudly voicing disapproval. They
were especially noisy and marched
around the grand stand when German
and Austrian speakers addressed the

crowd?The New Student.
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(Continued from Page 1, Col. 3)
I questions of the speaker relative to
He pro; the character of Antigone.
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COPLEY THEATRE
After six most successful weeks,
"The Creaking Chair" has finally
given place to another melodramatic
stage production at the Copley. "The
River," a comic melodrama which won
great popularity in London, opened
last night with a capacity house. The
story is that well-used one of the man
who lost all his ambition under the
blazing heat of the tropics, but this
particular man is finally brought back
and regenerated in spite of his backward tendencies. The story is well
written and is genuinely entertaining.
The

|

Cleveland

Catholic football

teams have an added incentive for
working this year since the General
Assembly Fourth Degree K. of C. has
offered a silver trophy to the champions.

part

in these days of highly organized faculties, according to Stuart P. Sherman, former professor of English at
the Universtiy of Illinois, and now
editor of "Books" in New York. Dr.
Sherman, writing in the Christmas
Scribner's Magazine, says:
j "They like to have you do everything: teach a little, if you like; re; search a little, if you insist; contrib: ilte to the leading journals, if you can
( get around to it. But none of these
things bulks very large in the average successful academic life.
The
celebrated 'busy professor' is a person
who lives and manages help; organizes schools and courses of instruction; devises educational, moral and
[athletic legislation; disciplines drunkjards; develops 'war morale'; co-operfates in drives; advises the Y. M. C. A.;

COLLEGIATE

t

! fessed himself entirely satisfied with
; the answers received, and after the
; lecture made the statement that he
1 was entirely converted to the speaker's viewpoint.
During the course of the evening a
fine musical program was presented.
Lawrence Thornton, B. C.'s leadinglyric tenor, gave several superb selections which were well received. Frani supervises
undergraduate
publicacis Geary, the Freshman pianist, recatalogues;
publishes
tions;
edits
bulceived much praise for his splendid
letins; presides at mass meetings;
playing.
Thornton
sang,
Mr.
"You
Smile at Dawn," by Tour, and "I Love 'conducts clubs; addresses legislative
committees; tours the state in the inthe Moon," by Rubens, while Mr.
terest of publicity; visits alumni asGeary rendered "Believe Me if All
Those Endcaving Young- Charms," sociations and fraternal organizations; entertains visiting lecturers;
with variations.
plans libraries and
laboratories;
The attendance at the first two lecexamines
and
introduces
texthas
been
encouraging,
tures
most
and
books; attends receptions and assothe interest shown has been so sponciation meetings; revises entrance retaneous that it all augers well for the
quirements;
investigates educational
Greek Academy, which, it is to be
five to twenty-five
'standards;
attends
arrange
some similar
hoped, will
hours
week
meetings;
a
committee
specimens during the second term.
examination
keeps
books;
reads
recThe third lecture of the present
of the scholarship of from one
ords
presented
series will be
tomorrow
to five hundred students; takes the
night by John E. O'Laughlin, of sophattendance of the same; reports abomore, who will speak on "Women in
sences, and keeps in touch with his
Euripides." This subject is most incolleagues."
teresting and ought to produce a very
vehement discussion since on the subject of Euripides there are many conHobo day was recently celebrated
flicting views. The usual fine musiat South Dakota State College at
cal program has been arranged, inwhich both men and women were in
cluding vocal selections by the everattendance. The women were noticepopular Freshman baritone, Arthur
able for the absence of well trimmed
bobbed hair and the men produced a
Hagan. A large audience is anticipated.
week's growth of beard.
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THURSDAY, DEC. 3
Fulton Meeting, 1.45 P. M.
Marquette Meeting, 2.45 P. M.
Glee Club, 2.45 P. M.

FRIDAY, DEC. 4
French Academy, 2.45 P. M.
MONDAY, DEC. 7
History Academy, 1.45 P. M.

GEORGETOWN BROADCASTS

COURSE THROUGH W.R.C.
The School of Foreign Service of
Georgetown University has just completed arrangements with the Radio
Corporation of America to broadcast
weekly an epitomized but complete

course on International Relations.
As.the capital of the United States
has become the focal point of political,
economic and financial interest for the
entire world, the university authorities have consented to present, with
the co-operation of WRC, a scientific
and progressive study of the principles and practices underlying the
relations between sovereign states,
from the earliest antiquity down to
the present time.

The titles of the first four talks are
announced as follows:
1. The Nature and Origin of International,Relations.
2. The American Concept of the
State.
3. Relations Between Sovereign
States in the Ancient World.
4. Relations Between Sovereign
States in the Middle Ages.
At definite intervals during the
course a question or "quiz period" will
be held, during which certain testquestions or problems will be proposed by the speakers and answers
invited from the radio audience.
The American point of view in international affairs will be interpreted
by members of the faculty who are
experts in their chosen fields, and
foreign diplomats will be invited from
time to time to outline their national
policies.
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COLLEGE PROFESSORS DO
EVERYTHING BUT TEACH

"Rip Van Winkle," an interesting
and well preserved historical specimen of nineteenth century play writing, which is well worth seeing, has
been pleasing large audiences durrnj;
the iast week at the new Repertory
Theatre on Huntington avenue.
Francis Wilson played the part of
Rip, and Emma Dunn played the role
of Rip's wife, Gretchen.
There are
several soliloquies uttered by Rip
throughout the course of the play, and
although these are somewhat out of
date on the present stage, nevertheless, Mr. Wilson broufht them out
so that the audience was won over
to his confidence immediately, and
was entirely forgetful of how out of :
fashion such things have gone.
The handling of the scene in the
mountains was especially fine, the
beautiful settings and the impressive
pantomime of the ghostly crew of
Hendrick Hudson, with Mr. Jewett as
Hudson, made the romantic tale al-

:

Tuxedos $1.50
.75
Shoes
.60
Shirt

| 87 Summer St.

the weak point of our whole educational machine. Activities nowadays
leave so little time for studious pursuits, that it is important for the student to learn to use to the greatest
advantage whatever time he does save
for this less-popular but necessary
side of college life. Interesting in
this connection is a recent book by
William Allan Brooks on "How to
Study," which has been issued by The
American Student Publications in
New York.?American Campus.

WEDNESDAY, DEC. 2
Greek Academy, 2.45 P. M.
Senior-Junior Sodality, 1.20
P. M.

REPERTORY THEATRE

i

| Revised Rental Charges on |
Dress Clothes Rentals
|

|

GREEK ACADEMY LECTURE
IS WONDERFUL SUCCESS

attractions.
Many failures occur because students have no 'adequate conception of
how to study. One educator says the
failure to guide and direct study is

SE NHEARD

TUESDAY, DEC. 1.
Spanish Academy, 2.45 P. M.
Freshman-Sophomore Sodality, 1.20 P. M.

Regent Walsh opened the course on
Tuesday, November 17, at approximately 7.45 P. M., and will speak at
the same time on the four following
He will be folTuesday evenings.
lowed in December by Dr. James
Brown Scott.

>

One of the accepted tenets of that
time-honored school of philosophy
known as student opinion is that the
great ordeal of examination should be
ingloriously dismissed from the scholastic calendar. Such an opinion has
always been met with little surprise,
certainly with no degree of concern.
Yet the proposal becomes worthy of
notice when a certain group of the
teaching profession agree that the old
fashioned examination should be
abandoned in favor of some psychological test of character, an army intelligence test, or some passing fad
Indeed we might
of that nature.
really fear for the future of the written examination if any of its critics
could suggest a possible substitute
that would remotely approach the
qualities of such a method of determining the student's scholastic rating.
In considering some of the objections which they raise to this ancient
system we may see, indeed, the very
reason why it has lasted so long. It
is alleged, that, the general conditions
and nervous strain attendant upon the
examination render it a poor zest of
the student's actual ability, yet who in
real life?for which after all our
whole education is a preparation
.does not meet the great majority, of
his problems in just this manner. Under pressure we meet them, and under
pressure we must dispose of'them.
Agahv our obliging critics mention
the evil of cramming. But here also,
and on this point we may be advocating to some a most consoling \u25a0 doctrine, we see no intrinsic wrong. With
our preconceived notion of the bee as
the great example of industry for our
imitation, tainted perhaps with a survival of the puritanical conception
that anything easy or pleasant must
be avoided, we hesitate to accord any
approbation to him who is able to
cram sufficiently to pass in forty-eight
hours what the rest of us devoted fouf
months of labor to learn. Yet "his is
the stuff of which genius is made."
Though we may regret that he has
slighted a great deal of valuable information during the term, we cannot
but recognize his claim to merit by
that last great accomplishment.
Another objection to the written examination, and one which seems more
plausible, decries the injustice of the
percentage system of grading, which
attaches to an arbitrary figure a real
numerical significance. In a rare case
or two this might be true, but for
complex and abstract quantities it is
certainly not the case. The greatest

|
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THE CASE AGAINST THE
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of all freshmen are
mentally unfit, and should never enter
the classroom. "Formerly," he says,
"only bright-minded pupils came to
college; now, 40 per cent of the high
school graduates enter. Too many
come not to grasp knowledge, but because a college education is considered
a social necessity."
"Too little sleep, too much play, not
enough study, too much leisure, fast
eating and diversified thinking are
factors that devitalize students and
are responsible for the delinquent
groups in every university," is the
conclusion reached by Professor Howard of Northwestern University.
The Trinity Chronicle, while recognizing that lack of preparation and
poor training are frequently responsible, points out that most failures
result from a wrong conception and
attitude on the part of entering freshmen. "The thought of hard work has
been banished by what they have
heard from college acquaintances who
have returned home during holidays,
primed to the gills with athletic news,
and with tales of pranks, jokes and
boasts of idleness. Hard work is
never mentioned. The erroneous idea
is formed that college is a place
where one spends four years in ease
and enjoyment, with athletics, social
life and practical jokes as the major
says ten per cent

CALENDAR FOR WEEK
BEGINNING DEC. 1
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A Williamette University professor
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A dual meet has been arranged.by
Manager Qualters between the Eagle
freshmen and Exeter at Exeter on
May 29th. Coach Ryder meanwhile
must "manufacture" freshmen hurdlers, high-jumpers and pole-vaulters,
as these are our weak events.
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